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The City is a Theatre. It consists of stages, actors, props 
and manuscripts. It’s a place for unexpected meatings with 
likeminded, or volatile meetings with conflicting ideas. 

Last year the Commission for a Socially Sustainable Malmö 
produced a report of ways on how to improve the city. This 
project investigates how an old industrial area in Malmö 
could be developed in order to meet the goals set up by the 
commission. 

This project propose for new ways of developing the 
area where existing openings can be used to incorporate 
ideas of a more participatory and democratic city. These 
interventions conflict in different ways with the plans made 
by the municipality; a proposal deemed too homogenous 
and excluding to meet the goals. But at the same time 
conflicting with, they also try to meet goals set up in the 
municipal development plan for the area.

Culture is supposed, according to the municipality, to be a 
driving force for the development of the area. Culture as 
the city propose however, extends only so far as to include 
art and old buildings. Culture in this project, on the other 
hand, is viewed in the broader sence – as ways of living, of 
seeing things differently, of acting out different rituals and 
relationships.

The city is not a postcard, with objects for tourists to photograph, 
but a place where people live their lives.

The activities and structures proposed here work as scenographic 
tools to inhabit the openings and change the outcome of the 
urban development. As a design tool conflict has been used 
as a guide for shaping the proposals: Conflicts in activities, 
materials, shape, structure and colour. 

The city is not a homogenous place, or rather: it should not be. 
It is a place where conflicting ideas should meet, prejudices 
be questioned and people have the abilities to participate and 
shape their living conditions and surroundings. Democracy 
is not a process free from friction: rather the friction between 
ideas is what should be processed through democracy. The idea 
of forcing everyone into one doctrine, on the other hand, is a 
dictatorial one, regardless if it is the result of militaristic- or 
neo-liberal ideologies.



PUBLIC SPACE
Democracy, a word used so often we might not even 
remember what it means. If it is connected to human rights 
it ought to mean that we should live side by side and all 
have the same possibilities in life, in a way it should mean 
that we are equal. We should meet, wherever, whenever 
and whomever and respect one another all the same.
This is not how it works though. It’s kind of a utopia. We are 
not born equal, in terms of property, place and prejudices. 
The city however is a place where the possibilities to 
meet all kinds of people, languages, heritage, cultures, 
nationalities and so forth, are many. It’s a place where our 
prejudices can be challenged, if we have the possibilities to 
talk to each other and to meet. 

Democracy is not something we have achieved, it is an 
ever on-going process of  conflicts and cooperation.

The square, piazza, torg – was used in ancient Greece as 
a tool in the democratization of the city, a public space 
where people could meet across differences in heritage, 
opinions, age, skin colour etc. We all know the significant 
part of this public space. I think we also know that the 
significance of the square is somehow questioned in 
today’s society. Internet as well as shopping malls has now 
become new places for meetings. The problem is that these 
new places have shown to be very excluding and they do 
not fulfil the role as an important democratic tool as the 
square once did. Rather they have the opposite effect of 
dividing us even more, creating restricted squares where 
prejudices are confirmed by likeminded. The “square” has 
thereby lost its purpose as a place where preconceptions 
and authorities are questioned and where compromises 
are concluded. 

But we have also seen, worldwide, that there is a need for 
public places in the city to fulfil its roles as including and 
open. Thereby different movements reclaim these spaces 
in a world that becomes more and more divided. 
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MALMÖ
Also in Sweden can we see a need to re-think the public 
and a need to use public space as a tool to oppose 
segregation and stagnation. One city that is working with 
this is Malmö, Swedens third largest city, located in Skåne 
in southern Sweden. Malmö is one of the fastest growing 
cities in Europe due to its location as an arrival-city for 
imigrants.

Most of the employment in Malmö was, until the 1990s, 
in industry; mainly harbour and textile industries. 
Beginning in the 1970s but culminating in the early 1990s 
the economic crisis changed the city. In 1995 the crisis 
turned and Malmö changed from traditional industry to 
industry of knowledge. The process of repairing the city 
after the economic crisis started with an infrastructural 
development with the Öresund-bridge, Bo01 and the city 
tunnel and has now entered a new phase where social and 
cultural questions are on the agenda. 

Praça de Estação, Belo Horizonte, Brazil. At saturdays the square gets occupied and renamed to Praia de Estação 
by demonstrators. In 2009 the major banned gatherings at the square which resulted in this kind of  friendly but 
effective protest that still goes on today.

Norra Sorgenfri, located south-east of  the city center between Möllan, Rosengård, Kirseberg and Värnhem.

MALMÖ CENTRAL

TRIANGELN

NORRA SORGENFRI

Malmö is situated in the southern part of  Seden named Skåne. It is part of  the Öresund-region, a collaboration 
between Malmö, Copenhagen, Helsingborg and Helsingør.

The Addo-block in Norra Sorgenfri. The red brick-work is significant for the area.

Nature has taken advantage of  the un-used railroad in Spiralen.

The Agon, an ancient place for meeting. A place where the conflicts of  the city was staged. Whereas the market 
place (Agora) and the Assembly worked as two other important parts of  the democratic society.

“The City should be a venue for culture and 
democracy and urban space should work as 

stimulating democracy and inclusion” 
|Commission for a Socially Sustainable Malmö

These kinds of questions are also taken into account in 
the Comprehensive plan, also from last year, where it’s 
stated that the city should be “a venue for culture and 
democracy”, urban spaces should work as stimulating 
democracy and inclusion. People in Malmö should be 
democratically participating, “having a sense of belonging 
and opportunities for creative expression”.

NORRA SORGENFRI
In the comprehensive plan for Malmö three areas are 
prioritized for development and one of them is Norra 
Sorgenfri. Norra Sorgenfri is an Industrial area located 
southeast of the centre of Malmö. The City of Malmö is 
making extensive plans for development in the area such 
as housing, shops, work spaces, schools and other services. 
In the work with Norra Sorgenfri the city of Malmö has 
an approach of using culture as a driving force for city 
planning. 

 Made up by seven big blocks together creating an area 
approximately 1 km long and 600 meters wide.The area is 
highly contaminated and many of the buildings are in bad 
shape whereas others are newly restored.

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT

In the development plan (planprogram) for Norra 
Sorgenfri  the municipality propose to restore some of 
the old industry-buildings and add new building blocks 
consisting with the typology of “traditional” city-blocks 4-5 
storages high. It is also stated that:

“Façade materials for new constructions should 
mainly consist of  stone and bricks of  good quality.” 

| Development Plan for Norra Sorgenfri (2008)

New street layout follows the old north-west > south-east 
axis. Some Parcs are planned in the area and big square in 
the centre of the area at Industrigatan is supposed to be a 
place for markets and cultural events.

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
As part of this social development of Malmö a commission 
was organized to research how to make the city more 
socially sustainable. The report from the commission came 
last year and recommends ways on how to equalize the 
differences in living conditions and make social systems 
more equal as well as how to change processes concerning 
political governance. 

The Commission for a Socially Sustainable Malmö stresses 
the importance of public space as a basic facet for a 
democratic society. 
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EXISTING LAYOUT
Existing roads, buildings and the churchyard.
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PROPOSED LAYOUT
Proposal made by the city in the development 

program for Norra Sorgenfri eith preserved exist-
ing buildings, new blocks, roads and green areas.



CONFLICTING METHODS
Culture is suppose to be a forth dimension of and a 
driving force for city planning in the area. As far as I’ve 
seen culture in the work by the municipality have only 
extended so far as to concern artists, rather than culture 
as a way of living, of seeing things differently, of acting out 
different rituals and relationships.

Culture is also reduced to the mimetic expression of 
authenticity. The proposed plan for the new buildings is 
imitating both in choice of material as well as reproducing 
an old urban typology. Culture is, by the municipality, also 
seen as a market tool to attract investors in the area, rather 
than culture being the expressions of its citizens. In this 
way culture gets reduced to a commodity. Where I believe, 
that in order to meet the goals of the commission, it needs 
to bee seen as a living organism. The city needs to strive 
away from the homogenization created by gentrification 
that is so common in development projects for these kinds 
of areas. This gentrification resulting in a segregated city, 
rather than the mixed, inclusive, city proposed in the 
report from the commission.

Culture is reduced to the mimetic
 expression of  authenticity.

The proposed development plan want’s to maintain 
cultural  assets such as the artists, at the same time they 
want to move them to a less attractive building in order 
to restore the Addo house, they now occupy, to make a 
more open function with café and art activities. This is 
also something currently under construction in one of the 
other blocks, where an old tram workshop is restored to 
house the art school as well as smaller cultural activities. 
Due to high costs in the restoration process, resulting in 
high rents, a lot of activities was excluded to be housed, 
that from the beginning were ment to occupy the workshop 
building,.

Due to high costs in the restoration process, resulting 
in high rents, a lot of  activities was excluded to be 

housed, that from the beginning were ment to occupy 
the workshop building. 

The Development Program also ignores other activities 
currently taking place in the area. The spontanious use 
of vacant plots has not been a part of the rigid plan of 
creating the perfect neighbourhood. 

One can see that there is a conflict between a planning 
tradition, that controls the development of the city, 
and higher goals made by the Sommision for a Socially 
Sustainable City.  The Development Plan works after the 
doctrine of creating a “finished City”, a system that does  
not allow for the unexpected and in a longer extend does 
not allow for stimulating “democracy and inclusion”.

Restorations and new housing does not, through current 
system, allow for inclusion of those mostly in need. 
Restorations of these buildings will increase the rents 
and at the same time increase the value of the plots. In 
the longer term this will, as seen in so many examples 
worldwide, force those less wealthy to leave the area, 
resulting in a homogenous area.

TOOLS
In the development plan some areas are planned to be 
public spaces. This project proposose that those sites are the 
starting points for implementing tools for a socially more 
sustainable city. This is made through a toolcase of diffrent 
typologies. These typologies include different actors in 
the area and in Malmö as a whole. Through giving them 
space these places can maintain their openess at the same 
time include a bigger variaty of activities. The need of the 
different groups can then determine the outcome of the 
spaces. As they inhabit the openings, these might change 
in size and character. As the city have goals concerning 
housing, works spaces and other services, agrrements must 
be made between the municipality and the actors. These 
agreements change the openings.

The Openings change in shape and and content 
over time. They are the result of  conflicts, they are 
the centre of  conflicts. They are escapes from the 

predictable and questiones what’s possible.TYPOLOGIES

OPENINGS
Most of the industries have left the area – leaving behind 
vacant plots and buildings that seem to await a new future. 
This project takes these vacant plots and interruptions 
as opportunities where new methods of city planning 
can be tested with the aim of meeting the goals of social 
sustainability. Some of them are allready partly occupied 
by activities mainly excluded from the rest of the central 
parts of the city. 

Instead of  only seing these vacant plots as 
opportunities to build new, expensive housing, they 

could be seen as splendid opportunities to meet goals 
made by the Commission for a Socially Sustainable 

City.

Instead of only seing these vacant plots as opportunities 
to build new, expensive housing, they could be seen 
as splendid opportunities to meet goals made by the 
Commission for a Socially Sustainable City. The way some 
of them, through different use by the otherwise excluded: 
such as homeless people, artists, urban farmers, animals 
and plants, can also be seen as openings to engage other 
targets than those commonly in focus in these kind of 
developments.

Openings can be seen as opportunities
 to include the otherwise excluded.

Instead of erasing the existing, the existing should be 
seen as openings to actually plan differently and achieve 
different goals than usual. Not only the existing buildings 
but rather the existing values and activities. This is an 
opportunity to include the otherwise excluded.

The conflict between the market driven urban planning 
and the goals in the commission can, through looking at it 
from the point of power relationships, be seen as a tool to 
highlight these differences in power and frictions between 
different forces. 

Cities often see it as an investment to sell land to the 
highest bidder, but to invest in the people could in the 

long term be a much smarter investment.

To actively include different parts of society the city must 
acknowledge the existing inequalities and power relations, 
and to in the longer run allow for the commission goals 
to become reality, power must be divided more equally 
amongst the citizens. It’s a question of giving up power 
to allow for inclusion. This is of course a question of 
dividing economical resources more equally but also a 

200-300 people are occupying one of  the big vacant plots in the area of  Norra Sorgenfri.

Current openings

CONFLICT

COMMISION PLAN

CITY AS THEATRE

OPENINGS
My preliminary research addressed the broad issue of 
the ideological and philosophical foundations of today’s 
society (read supplementing “Weekly chronicle”). Through 
that research, in order to oppose a limited way of looking 
at culture as a comodity, to include those who often get 
excluded. Three typologies were created as stages for 
inclusion (and exclusion) in order to deal with the city 
conflicts:

Theatre: The place where the urban conflicts are staged 
on a comfortable distance. 

Monuments of action: The modern monument is not a 
statue but an act. Through actions, conflicts are manifested. 
Spaces for, and changes in laws, regulations and norms, 
works to give the modern monuments space.

Friendly rooms: Every society consists of citizens that 
aren’t allowed the same privileges in the public space as 
others. They might not have the right age, sex or economic 
status. The friendly rooms expose their fragility and at the 
same time give them a secure space to act in.

spatial question where market driven planning needs to step 
aside to a more socially driven planning. Cities often see 
it as an investment to sell land to the highest bidder but 
a socially sustainable city could in the long term be a 
much smarter investment. When people feel included in 
society, they are much more likely to take care of it. This 
can generate unexpected values that in the long term 
increases the chances for a both economically, socially and 
environmentally sustainable society.



Norra Sorgenfri
Located in the south-east of  the Malmö 
center., surrounded by housing and a big 
church yard, one finds the old industrial 
area Norra Sorgenfri (Northern free from 
sorrow).
Amongst the existing buildings some will 
be preserved in the long term whereas 
others will be demolished to give room to 
new building blocks.

* Block names

future development
According to the municipality the whole 
area will be turned into dense city. This 
image shows an estimated calculation 
where the development plan has been 
translated into building blocks for how it 
can look in 2030.

Description on planned progress according to the 
municipality.

openings
When most of  the industries left, vacant 
plots appeared like openings in the city 
layout. These openings can be used both 
to satisfy present needs as well as to be 
used to meet goals set by the Commission 
for a Socially Sustainable City.

Detail planning (Detaljplan) process starts 
in spring 2015

Construction starts approximatly in 2021

Detail planning (Detaljplan) process starts 
in spring 2016

Construction starts approximatly in 2022

Detail planning (Detaljplan) processstarts 
in 2016

Construction starts approximatly in 2024

Undergoes a responsibility-
investigation which might take 

up to ten years.
Construction might therefor 
not start before 2025 and 

probably later.

The area is already planned and cleaned from 
contamination. Construction is supposed to start 

2015 and to be finished in 2018

Brännaren
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Fd. Spårvägen

Smedjan

Spiralen & Tangenten
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SMEDJAN 15
ca 4000 m2

SMEDJAN 3
ca 2800 m2

BRÄNNAREN 20
Street ca 600 m2 + storage buildings ca 15000 m2

SPIRALEN 12
ca 9000 m2

SPIRALEN 6 #1
ca 1200 m2

BRÄNNAREN 19 + 2 aka “Stäppen”
ca 15000 m2

SPÅRVAGNEN
ca 35000 m2

SPIRALEN 6 #2
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OPENINGS

STAGES
The images above shows some of the openings that could 
be used for the proposed activities. 

The diagram to the right shows where these openings exist 
on the site.



GREEN ESCAPE PATHS
To admit for people as well as nature and animals to move 
in a constant flow where greenery is connected this layout 
proposes for connections with existing greenery as well as 

with the park areas proposed by the municipality.

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
The municipality proposes for cultural activities in the 

Addo area, at the Industrigatan and in the old tramway-
building. This also connects the areas of Rosengård and 

Värnhem. This layout propose for additional on Nobelvä-
gen connecting Kirseberg and Möllan. It also highlights 
the connections with the theatre block, the market place 

and the public square on Industrigatan.SPÅRVAGNSHALLARNA

SPÅRVAGNSHALLARNA

MARKET PLACESQUARE

THEATRE

THEATRE
PEOPLES HUB

CENTER

PUBLIC GARDENING

ARTISTS RESIDENCE

ARTISTS RESIDENCE

ART PARK

CHILDRENS CONNECTIONS
For the children to move safely in the area this layout 

proposes for connections where the children needs to be 
taken into account, making it possible for them to move 

between different institutions for childrens activities.

PUBLIC SPACES
Together this layout propose to create openings and con-
nections for nature, pedestrians, children and culture to 

meet the goals set up by the commission for a socially sus-
tainable city as well as for ecological sustainability set up in 

the comprehensive plan for the city. 

CONFLICTING PATTERNS
As a strategy for conflicting with the layout of the entire area pattern 
of secret escape paths are proposed. These pathways consists of 
three layers; connecting institutions for children’s activities in one, 
culture in another and greenery/nature in the third.

The pathways create connections between the openings and propose 
for forcing to open up the rigid geometrical plan proposed by the 
city and allow for flows otherwise ignored.

MAIN CHARACTERS
The three main typologies as mentioned before:
Theatre, Monuments of action and Friendly rooms includes 
different actors, aranged as follows:

*Theatre: The independent theatre groups via kulturförvaltningen.
* Public Gardening/Farming: Zenith kolloniträdgårdar.
* Building Assembly: Malmö stad + LTH + Malmö Högskola + Building 
industry + Jobb Malmö (work administration institution).
* Market places: Malmö Municipality
* Friendly Room “the Open Hub”: Malmö Ideella Föreningars 
Paraplyorganisation (Non-Profit organizations).
* Artists Residence and Sculpture Park: 
The Artists in the Addo-building

Each group gets the responsibility over one gap, in order to allow for 
cultures and traditions, allready present in the area or in the city as 
a whole. Since parts of the gaps are planned to be public spaces, in 
the municipal development plan, these works as starting points for 
the different activities.

Zones for the different actors and typologies, with there starting points in existing openings and on spots where the 
municipality has been planning for public spaces.



SCENOGRAPHY: 
CONFLICTING STRUCTURES
 
This projects sees the city as a theatre consisting of different stages, 
actors, props and manuscripts. 
As a design tool conflict has been used as a guide for shaping the 
proposals:
Conflicts in; activities/material/shape/structure/colour. 

The basic constructions proposed work as scenographic tools to 
inhabit the openings and change the outcome of the city plan. They 
are more or less temporary but with an aim to conflict with existing 
systems and in the long term change the sites through their activities. 

In the development plan (planprogram) for Norra Sorgenfri it’s 
stated that:

the façade materials for new constructions should mainly consist of  stone and bricks of  good 
quality.  

As an opposition to this imitative choice of material (it’s suppose to 
look like the old industrial buildings) This Project propose for painted 
steel structures and fabric, the fabric being either transparent (more 
temporary) or soaked textile (a construction method developed by My 
Siverrson and me in a previous course). The choice of colourful steel 
structures has the possibilities to contrast to the existing buildings 
and become more or less temporary and transparent structures. 
The expression of the soft, organic fabric and the lightweight steel 
structures work as contrasting elements to the heavy, straight angled 
brick- and stone buildings.

The constructions are meant to conflict, both in the activities they 
propose and in the way they – a bit uncomfortably – manifests 
themselves through their appearance; conflicting both in materiality 
as well as typology. Questioning both the imitation of authenticity 
proposed by the municipality as well as the modernistic idea of 
immutability.

The use of colourful steel structures are also ment to work as symbols 
for the public spaces, signaling that this is an open and including 
place where you are welcome to participate.



REGULATIONS
Through manuscrips for each activity and site, regulations 
are created in order to allow for the different activties.

These regulations and directions are composed into 
a guide where scenarios are imagined to specualte 
different outcomes. The outcomes imagined are 
customized in relation to the municipal plans, creating 
negotiated results where municipal plans correlate with 
those proposed in this project. 

SCENARIOS
The scenarios are depicted in images, beginning with 
the whole area and the development and then zooming 
in on three different projects.

9. Building Assembly
The plot at Verket 4 is highly contaminated but since the 
plot has, over the years, had different owners the question 
of who’s responsible for the damage is under investigation. 
An investigation that is going to take at leats 10 years. 
Meantime the plot can be used as a cooporation between 
different parts of the society.

The building assembly works as a visible connection between 
different parts of society. At the same time producing works 
and housing it creates a needed link between industry, city 
and citizens.

Through Jobb Malmö and Socialtjänsten one can find both 
a job opertunity as well as an opportunity to build your own 
housing unit to be placed at a vacant lot, to in the longterm 
find a suitable location.

8. Market Place
This project propose for an open air market place where a 
daily market can take place.

On Sundays the Industrigatan can work as a continuatoion 
of the market. Allowing for all kinds of merchandise where 
people can contribute. To shut the street down on sundays 
is also one, of many, ways for the city to work for a less car-
oriented city.

2. Open Hub
Malmö consists of around 400 non-profit organisations/
compounds of different character. From national compounds 
for people with certain backgrounds, sport organizations 
to different cultural organizations for theatre and art.  In 
Norra Sorgenfri there are about 20 organizations or more.

Through the umbrella organization Malmö Ideella 
Föreningars Paraplyorganisation the site in Smedjan 3 is 
managed as a modern “Folkets hus”. Starting out as a place 
for outdoor activities it has the possibilities to, over time, 
grow to become a bigger building structure allowing for 
both indoor offices/spaces as well as activities in the open 
park outside.

3. Childrens Escape Paths
To alow for children to move more independently between 
different areas, the childrens escape paths connect 
institutions for children activities with culture and nature. 
The escape paths calls for highlighting the childrens right 
to the city and to move without the danger of being run 
over by a car. They also propose for openings in the planned 
building blocks to allow for people to move through the 
blocks.

5. Culture Paths
Connecting cultural activities through Industrigatan and 
Nobelvägen and to surrounding areas one might explore 
culture through following the culture paths.

7. Theatre Street
Malmö consists of many small theaters as well as some big 
ones. There is a big need for space for the independent 
theatre groups. Through the cultural administration of 
Malmö Stad (Kulturförvaltningen) the theatre block is 
created over time. Starting out in the street (2016) and 
expanding to the old storage building next to the street 
(2018) their spaces grow. 

6. Green Escape Paths
The green pathways connects green areas and allows for 
pathways for animals and plants to spread. 

4. Artsists Residence
The Artists in the Addo-building gets the responsibilty for 
their building and also the opportunity to use the old railway 
as a park for exibiting art. Artists Residence and Sculpture 
Park in combination with both private and public events.

1. Public Gardening
Plants spread out in the street, klimbs walls and fights 
the asfalt. Instead of just making a park in the area, let 
farming be a part of the neighbourhood and also shape the 
neighbourhood and how it turns out. 

Follow the tradition of gardening existing both in the area 
as well as in the neighbouring plot of Zenith allotment 
(koloniträdgårdar). 



2016
The gaps starts to get occupied mostly by people in need of housing, 
created through the newly created building assembly in Degeln. 
The independent theatre groups gets the responsibility for the old 
storage building in Brännaren 20. Plantations start out in small 
scale in Spårvägen as the new housing blocks are buiding built in 
the west part of the plot.



2018
The construction of housing blocks in Brännaren has started 
forcing squatters to move from the plot. Through employment at 
the building assembly they create their own housing units to be 
placed on still vacant plots.

The construction of a greenhouse starts in Spårvägen and the 
Open Hub is under construction to make the new “folkets hus” for 
the non-profit organizations in Smedjan next to the market place.



2022
The construction of housing blocks in Brännaren has started 
continous and has started in Smedjan and Spiralen. The green 
patways are spreading as well as other escape ways. A parkin 
building is constructed in Brännaren. Both the greenhouse and 
the Open Hub are built.



White = Buildings according to 
development plan made by the 
Municipality (Planprogram 2008)

Different coloured buildings = building 
Assembly temporary living units.

1 + 6 . Green = Public Gardening
 and green paths

2. Yellow = Norra Sorgenfri open Hub

3. Purple = Childrens Paths
Escape Paths ≈ green, puple, pink

4 + 5. Light pink = Culture (in 
different shapes)

7. Dark Pink = Theatre

8. Market Place

9. Turquoise = Building Assembly
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2030
In 2030 the green areas has extended whereas new housing 
blocks has decreased some of the openings leaving some still 
vacant for the housing units. The actors has settled down 
well and become an important part of the public spaces. 
As the city has realized their importance, more money has 
been released, allowing for bigger construction housing the 
activities, using the construction method of painted steel 
and textile structures.



1B 1C

1D

1A

PLAYS THE OPEN HUB
Non-Profit organizations are an asset to the city, creating 
collective spaces of participation through small means.

Malmö consists of around 400 non-profit organisations/
compounds of different characters. From national 
compounds for people with certain backgrounds, sport 
organizations, dog clubs or radio compounds to different 
cultural organizations for theatre and art.  In Norra 
Sorgenfri there are about 20 organizations or more.

Through the umbrella organization Malmö Ideella 
Föreningars Paraplyorganisation the site in Smedjan 3 
is managed as a modern “Folkets hus”. Starting out as 
a place for outdoor activities it has the possibilities to, 
over time, grow to become a bigger building structure 
allowing for both indoor offices and workshop spaces as 
well as activities in the open park outside.

1A
The vacant plot in Smedjan, planned to be a park, is given 
to the non-profit organizations. Starting out in small scale 
with outdoor activties such as sport and different events. A 
cooporating with the building assembly connects people 
from different cultures and with different interests with 
the rich compound culture created by the non-profit 
organizations.

1B 
The succes of the cooporation between the non-profit 
organizatiosn and the building assembly continous. As 
the Malmö Ideella Föreningars Paraplyorganisation gets 
more money from the municipality as well as sponsors and 
private donors they are able to start the construction of a 
building for offices as well as workshop spaces and meeting 
rooms called the Open Hub.

1C
As housing blocks are constructed next to the plot, the area 
for building assembly units decreases and those who not 
allready got a permanent plot are still housed next to the 
Open Hub whereas new building units are settled in the 
east part of Smedjan.

1D 
Buildings are now surrounding the Open Hub and park. 
No more building assembly units next to the Open Hub, 
instead they occupy the still vacant parts in the east part of 
Smedjan.



2A

2B 2C 2D

THE THEATRE STREET

The independent theatre groups are in need of space and 
start to use a street and an old storage building that the 
municipality just bought. as the premisses change over time, 
so does the theatre spaces. 

The aim for Norra Sorgenfri to be a cultural part of the city 
is shown in the way the municipality sees oportunities for 
the theater to grow/spread and to use gaps and changes in 
the city for its progress.

As the block changes; buildings are being demolished and 
constructed, flow of people change, so does the theatre move 
and grow.

2A:
2016: A street becomes a stage for theatre as housing is 
constructed around. The street theatre, conflicting the idea of 
the street as a place only for traffic flow, makes theatre accesible 
for everyone. As the street is painted in pink, hawsers (trusses), 
are mounted betwen the houses, signaling the nature of the 
place as a public space.

2B 
2018: The old storage building is bought by the municipality 
to house cultural events. The independent theatre groups 
turn the old storage room into a black box whereas the offices 
remains in the northern part of the building. More housing 
appears in the neighbourhood.

2C
2022: The block changes but the old storage building stays 
intact as well as the street. As proposed by the city: a parking 
house is built next to the theatre, where before an industrial 
building stood which has now been demolished.

2D 
20130: When traffic after some years decrease, due to measures 
taken by the city, the need for the parking lots decrease leaving 
the parking building vacant. This allows for the theatre to grow, 
enabeling a bigger stage and more offices for the independent 
groups. The old parking house is transformed into a theatre 
using the flexible steel and textile system.



3B 3C

3D

3A

PUBLIC GARDENING
Plants spread out in the street, klimbs walls and fights 
the asfalt. Instead of just making a park in the area, let 
farming be a part of the neighbourhood and also shape 
the neighbourhood and how it turns out. 

Follow the tradition of gardening, existing both in the area 
as well as in the neighbouring plot of Zenith allotment 
(koloniträdgärdar), allows for public spaces that are 
creative, sustainable as well as including. 

3A
Through a cooperation, between Zenith kolloniträdgårdar 
and the building assembly, people are able to both live and 
start plantations in Spårvägen. 

3B 
Zenith kolloniträdgårdar in a cooporation with the 
municipality starts the construction of a public greenhouse. 
More building assembly units are now on the plot. New 
building blocks are constructed in the west part of the plot.

3C
As more building blocks are constructed the area for 
plantation and building assembly units decrease but is at the 
same time intensified. The public garden is now more open to 
the public allowing for anyone who wants to come and plant 
on restricted areas and under the guidance of the inhabitants 
in the area as well as Zenith kolloniträdgårdar.

3D 
Some of the inhabitants of building assembly units has shown 
to be a great asset to the area. Maintaining them as directors 
of the plantations has allowed for a more permanent housing 
sollution for some, whereas others has chosen to move, either 
to the new housing blocks or other areas. The public garden 
now works as both a commune garden for the area, as well as 
an important public meeting place for people living there.


